SCOTT MCCLOUD COMES TO UF!
FRIDAY, FEB 23 @ EMERSON ALUMNI HALL @ 6PM

Scott McCloud is one the foremost theorists, practitioners and advocates for the potential of the medium of the comic strip and book.

Best known for his groundbreaking 1993 book, Understanding Comics, which used comics to explain comics, he also created the cult sci-fi series ZOT!, Reinventing Comics (2000), a book about webcomics, and maintained a website (www.scottmccloud.com) to host his and promote others' experiments in webcomics.

McCloud’s latest work, Making Comics (2006) examines the medium again, this time in terms of technique, but in a manner that will interest creators, fans and scholars alike. McCloud’s lecture at the University of Florida will focus on Making Comics and include an extended Q&A session as well as a mini-presentation by his daughter, Sky. McCloud will also be available afterwards for signings, but space is limited, and doors will be shut when the hall reaches capacity.

Sponsored by the Graduate Comics Organization and XeroGraphic Copy Center, with special thanks to the folks at Emerson Alumni Hall, and Goering’s Bookstore.